
NOTE ON A MAPPING OF CONNECTED COMPONENTS 

By Mi-Soo Pae 

Let f be one-to-one bicontinuous mapping between a topological space 
X and a topoIogicaI space Y _ Then X and Y are homeomorphic, so 

that there exists one-to-one correspondence beiween connEctEd compo

nents of X and connected components of Y, by f _ But there is the 

another condition for this matter, where f is not a homeomorphic 

mappmg. 

The correspondence f is c10sed if A a c10sed subset of X then fCA) is 

c1 0sed in Y; 1 is connected if C a connected subset of X impIies I(C) is 

a connected subset of Y. [2J 

For mapping 1, if f- ’is c10sed then 1 is continuous mapping from X 
to Y. [lJ 

LEMMA 1. 1 is closed (Preimage 01 j), then 1 is connected. [lJ 
We assume the foIIowing property for mapping f: 

CP) For each c10sed subsets A, B, f(A)(\I(B) =t=φ 

there exists at least one eIement yεf(A)nf(B) 

such that there is some xεr1(y) having sequences 

여샤cA， {b.}cB, a.• x, b.• x. 
LEMMA 2. f is closed maPPing haviηg p1'operty (P). 1 f A , B are 

closed sets: A n. B= φ ， and then I(A}n. fCB)= φ. 

Proof. If f(A)(\f(B)추 φ， there exists a x프A(\B， by condition (P). 

Since A(\B=껴 and A , B are c10sed sets, then I(A)(\f(B)=φ， 

LEMMA 3. 1 is closed mapping with φropeγty (P). For any 

set M of Y , il A , B are closed sets 01 X sμch that A(\B(\I-J (M)=φ， 

then f(A) , I(B) are disjoint in M. 

Proof. If it is not so: I(A)(\I(B)(\M추φ. There is a x beIonging to 
f-l(y) , such that ι→x， b.• x , {a.}cA, {b ,,}cB and x든f-I (M), 
because 

J- I (y)cf-J (f(A) (\I(B)(\MJ= f- J (f(A) (\MJf\j-JC/CB(\M그 

=I-J C!(A)그(\1-1 Cf(B)그(\f-I (M). 
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Hence X든화fìBfìf(M)=AfìBfìf-1 (M). 

Since A, B is disjoint in f(M) , then f(A) , f(B) disjoint in M. 

LEMMA 4. f is biclosed mapping μlith properdy (P) and C is a 

connected component of X , then f(C) is connected component 01 Y. 
Proof. f C) is connected by lemma 1. For any connected subset C' of 

Y containing f(C) , j-J (C’ ) contains C. 

Now A, B are c10sed sets of X such that j-l (C’) C AVB, and A. 

B are disjoint in j-l(C') , then by using Iemma 3, j(A) , f(B) are 

disjoint in C’ . f(A) , f(B) are c1osed, for f is c10sed mapping, and 

I(A)V/(B) 그 C'. Since C' is connected set in Y, f(A)fìC ’ =φ or 

I(B) fì C’=cþ. Then A fì j-l (C’ )=φ， or Bfìf-1 (C’ )=φ， for 

A fì f-l (C')ζr1 CfCA)그 (\f-J(C’ )=1-1 CfCA) fì C’ J=φ. 

Hence j-l (C’) is connected. Then j-I (C’) is equal to C, because C 

is a connected component of X and C is contained in the connected set 

1-1 CC’). So that C’ is equal to fCC) , i. e. f(C) is a connected 
component of Y. 

REMARK. 1 is closed maPPing with pγoperty (P) , then if M 

disconnected in X imφlies ICM) is a disconnected set 01 Y. 

THEOREM. For two topological spaces X , Y, if there exists biclosed 

maPPing with property (P) , then theγe is one.to-one correspondence 

betμleen connected components of X and connected conψonents of Y. 

Proof. Let us put X= U aEl Ca , Y - U ßS]C' ß' where Cα is a 

connected component of X for all α belonging to 1, and C’B is a 

connected component of Y for all /3 belonging to J. For each α belonging 

to 1 there is a /3 belonging to J, such that f(C a)=C’ β by lemma 4. 

Refering the above remark, f-l(C ’ß) is connected. And for the 

connected set C containing /-1 (C’/l), . f(C) is contained in C’B, since 

C’ß is a connected componént. Then j-I CC’ß) is a connected component 

of X. So there is an α belonging to 1 such that /-1 (C’ß)=Ca for each 

β of J. Finally, if C (J C: are two connected components of X, then C 1, 
C: are c10sed and disjoint in X. By lemma 2, ICC 1 ) , f(C z ) are disjoint 
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component of Y. Hence there is one-to-one correspondence between 

the elements of I and the elements of J. 
In this note f is continuous closed mapping and f is not one-to-one 

mappmg. 
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